T he use of media in the classroom is ubiquitous. Visual theses are on the rise. Academic interest in and classroom use of film and global cinema is growing at an exponential rate. Resultantly, the importance of a rich and varied media resources collection is essential to academic institutions, public libraries, and K-12 media centers. It takes a lot of work, development, and research to maintain and grow a collection like this. Resources that aid in this process are invaluable…
Around the World in 80…minutes?
One Fast forward a few years later and the necessity to connect students to people and places all around the world is even more prevalent. Today's technology has diminished geographic barriers to the degree that our "neighborhoods" expand thousands of miles with the touch of a screen. Foreign and Independent Cinema can be an extremely helpful and accessible way to effectively introduce students to a variety of cultures and landscapes.
UNC currently offers a minor in Global Cinema, and each semester we see an ever-increasing number of undergraduate and graduate film and documentary studies courses being taught amongst a diverse range of departments and centers. Although many of these courses are focused on the study of cinema and documentary film (in conjunction with the Minor), media materials are also used in classrooms across the curricula to engage critical thinking, provide contextual evidence and historical perspectives, engender creativity, entrepreneurship, and activism as well as hone students' visual and media literacy skills.
Curated Collections Remain a Must…
Instructors still actively engage their students in collective viewing by screening films in class. Yet, instructors are increasingly requiring that students view a large portion of the assigned films outside of class. Obviously, free streaming sites and subscription services like Amazon Prime, Epix, Crackle, HitBliss, Hulu, Netflix, Redbox, Snagfilms, and Vudu can prove helpful resources. But, they do not offer everything. Students are letting us know that they are not finding all of the materials assigned to them at these sites. And, instructors are finding that many of the films they would like to assign or need for research are not available at these sites, either. It seems that students and faculty are experiencing best success when they use these types of Websites in tandem with the Library's media collections. As assigned viewing continues to increase, so does the importance of our locally-curated collections of media materials.
Finding Independent & Foreign Feature films…
My approach to collecting fictional narrative film is pretty straightforward. I utilize a number of valuable resources like industry trades, academic journals, and film blogs. I participate in or follow film festivals. I obsessively read (and sometimes write) film reviews. And, I collaborate with and/or consult colleagues at UNC and other institutions. Working with area & subject specialists is important to supporting Global Cinema. I might know about certain Global classics, new wave or pop films, and work to stay current through "traveling" online or meticulously screening festival information but the expertise of someone studied, traveled, and often immersed in that global area or subject can help complete and often contextualize broader collections meaningfully.
The following is a list of a few suggested resources to help you get started researching and finding Global Cinema (this list is by no means exhaustive). Criterion films, Film Movement, and the Global Lens series via the Global Film Initiative (although unfortunately, GFI just announced that they'll not be adding further titles to the Global Lens series) are great packaged collections to add in general.
